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Abstract— Citation use is a significant challenge for Colombian undergraduate English teachers. Continuing the line of inquiry on citation difficulties in nonnative novice writers, the present study aims at describing the main difficulties this group of students have in citing external sources. The analysis was carried out on 30 theoretical framework chapters from their monographs. Findings indicate that (1) Some undergraduate English teachers lack further textual elaboration since they just cite but do not explain or make a comment to complement the external authors’ idea; (2) These undergraduate English teachers lack citation type variety because the predominant citation type is integral citation, turning the discourse monotonous; (3) These teachers highly employ attribution as the main citation function which indicates an epistemological dependency on key disciplinary authors since external authors’ ideas are duplicated. This study can be used to raise awareness on nonnative undergraduate English teachers towards better citation practices in their disciplinary academic papers, which can be supported by (a) formal direct instruction in writing composition courses, in research tutoring sessions, etc., and in institutional research hotbeds; (b) analysis of experts’ texts to identify and understand the important features of academic English; (c) incorporation of studies like the present one and others in the university syllabus of research and writing composition courses.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Academic writing is a distinctive feature of disciplinary texts. It is also used in university papers through which undergraduate students not only learn their discipline, but also share their own understanding of specialized content. As a social practice (Street, 2015), academic writing entails the presence of some key components in the undergraduate students’ writing production, being citation one of them. When an undergraduate student cites source texts, his or her writing follows conventionalized features, accepted and validated by the discourse community, in this case, ELT community.

Citation studies on academic writing have been carried out in past decades over experts and novice writers’ written production in order to understand and define important elements related to the practice and role of citation on both groups. The point of departure for this tradition was Swale’s (1990) citation distinction between integral and nonintegral citations in which the position of the cited author marks the main syntactical difference. Previous works have centered on citation patterns and verbs used in citations (Bathia, 1993; Hyland, 1999; Pecorari, 2006; Thompson, 2005, among others). Furthermore, citation practice has also been studied in doctoral thesis (Nguyen & Pramoolsook, 2015; Soler-Monreal and Gil-Salom, 2011; Dong, 1996; Thompson, 2000; Thompson & Tribble, 2001; Jomaa and Bidin, 2017), master’s thesis (Jalilifar & Dabbi, 2012; Loan and Pramoolsook 2016; Samraj, 2013) and published journals (Harwood, 2009; Hewings et al., 2010; Hyland, 1999, 2000; Hu and Wang, 2014; Zhang, 2022).

In the last two decades, difficulties on nonnative writers, when using citation, has been a major concern from
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II. METHOD
The current study is empirical and makes use of citation analysis in 30 theoretical framework chapters of monographs, written by undergraduate English teachers from Colombia at Universidad del Atlántico. One of the requirements for graduation from the Education Faculty for these teachers is to present a monograph. To be accepted as a research outcome that came from a research
process, occurred at the practicum location, the monograph must be assessed and assessed. The overview of the corpus is provided in Table 1. The information was gathered to investigate the main citation issues these non-native English speakers face in the theoretical frameworks.

The majority of the monographs were chosen at random from the university's open library throughout the years 2018 to 2023. The major focus of the investigation was to identify the challenges this team of novice writers had while acknowledging external sources in the aforementioned chapter of the monograph.

Table 1. Overview of the corpus

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corpus</th>
<th>Number of pages</th>
<th>Numbers of paragraphs</th>
<th>Amount of words</th>
<th>Number of citation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>theoretical</td>
<td>333</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>1085</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

III. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

The analysis derived from the present study showed the citation difficulties in the theoretical framework chapters of the monographs written by Colombian undergraduate English teachers. The principal aspects to highlight are: Lack of further textual elaboration, lack of citation type variety and the predominant use of attribution function.

Undergraduate English teachers lack further textual elaboration

When Colombian undergraduate English teachers build paragraphs around a borrowed idea (integral citation, Swales, 1986;1990), further textual elaboration is not perceived. In order to write paragraphs of the theoretical framework chapters, these writers need to employ their literacy skills repertoire so as to construct meaning (Flower, Stein, Ackerman, Kant, Mecorkmic & Peck, 1990). This meaning construction is an institutional academic practice which is situated within the disciplinary knowledge of ELT. However, limitations on this knowledge field tends to affect the textual elaboration that is required to develop ideas, which are triggered by the source text, undergraduate teachers’ prior knowledge and textual experience (Ackerman, 1991).

As it is seen in samples 165 and 177, the undergraduate teachers started the paragraphs with external authors’ ideas (‘Brown (1994) and Richards (2008)’, the former and ‘Moya (2003)’, the latter). None of them shows any epistemological contribution to the author’s thought. Thus, the borrowed idea diminished the undergraduate writer’ writing potential to develop the idea towards their own thought.

Sample 165

Brown (1994) and Richards (2008) claim that some of the difficulties of linguistic order that students present during a communicative act are: speaking at a slow pace, make many pauses, use too many buzzwords, delay in organizing ideas, express incomplete sentences, not connect ideas in an organized and coherent way, grammatical mistakes regularly, lack the vocabulary to communicate, do not use reduced forms of language as contractions, and syllabic elision reductions, not pronouncing words correctly with proper intonation.

Sample 177

Moya (2003) argues that the author Krashen says that a second language is not consciously learned through explicit study of grammar, but is acquired using it in real communication situations naturally and unconsciously, like language maternal principle of this that, although it has sparked controversy and discussion since its formulation between linguists and methodologists, must be taken into account in the process of teaching and learning a foreign language at an early age, where the main objective is to sensitize the child to other forms of oral communication and contribute ultimately to their development and their basic training.

Undergraduate English teachers lack citation type variety

Besides the lack of further textual elaboration in the paragraphs of the theoretical framework chapters of the monographs, the results showed that Colombian undergraduate English teachers employed all types of citation proposed by Swales (1984; 1990). It was identified a total amount of 1085 citations. Out of 1085 citations, 770 citations corresponded to integral citation whereas 315 citations were non-integral ones. This study confirmed a previous study done by Jalilifar & Dabbi (2012). Jalilifar, (2012) states that integral citation is a simpler form of citation, demanding fewer source texts cited as input. Thus, when Colombian undergraduate English teachers put the cited author as the point of departure of the sentence, there is an epistemological dependency since the author’s idea guides the textual construction of the paragraph. This dependency also reveals a disciplinary knowledge limitation on ELT. These undergraduate teachers mainly base, to some extent, their discourse on external sources. However, throughout this novice discourse practice, they are not able to build their own
identity (Hyland, 2002), which can be related to the knowledge community they try to be part of.

On the other one, the results also confirmed a previous study carried out by Sun (2008). In this study, Sun (2008) found out that MA thesis students showed preferences for intergral citation which was determined as ‘lack variety of citation forms’. Undergraduate English teachers are novice writers who are learning to write academic texts which followed the conventionalized discourse practices of the ELT discipline. However, the overuse of one type of citation (integral citation) over the other one (non-integral citation) can be due to a lack of citation type awareness since they just acknowledge the cited author through a syntactical function. The balance of both types of citation can bring a dynamic flow of the discourse in the paragraphs these teachers write. Since “in any scientific field the existing ‘body of knowledge’ is an accumulation of distilled insight, theoretical constructs, experimentally derived data and empirical observations” (Cronin 1984, p. 26), these undergraduate teachers textually announce their beliefs on the disciplinary knowledge of ELT by citing leading and key authors that require to be located in a predominat position within the paragraphs. Nevertheless, they are not aware of the fact that by putting the cited authors as a subject position of the sentence, the citation style tends to be monotonous and unbalanced as well. Sample 6, simple 90 and simple 98 show this citation form:

**Sample 6**

In this point, Er (2014) claims that teachers should reflect about the proper methodologies to teach a foreign language to young children because it is essential to wake up the willingness among learners and help them to understand that learning a foreign language is not as difficult as it seems.

**Sample 90**

On the other hand, Sowell et al. (1996) focused on studying the areas of the brain that are needed to develop the process of writing, stating the importance of the memory in the procedure.

**Sample 98**

Daniels (1996) defines writing as a system of more or less permanent marks used to represent an utterance in such a way that it can be recovered more or less exactly without the intervention of the utterer.

**Predominant use of attribution function**

Another difficulty found out in Colombian undergraduate English teachers’ citation was the predominat use of attribution function. This result confirmed a previous study by Karamina and Wachidah (2021) in which attribution was a common function of citation in the analysed corpus. These undergraduate English teachers did not established any relationship between the cited author and a research background. They just presented the author’s idea without any evaluation process. Again they trusted key disciplinary authors of ELT since there was no intention to validate or criticize the external source. Not having a wide scope of disciplinary knowledge interferes with the possibility of contributing to ELT discipline. Such limitation shows a lack of creativity (Kamyabi, Ghonsooly and Mahdavi, 2014) since the information is presented but not appraised. Some samples (1, 10 and 15) are shown to illustrate this:

**Sample 1**

According to Cameron (2001), children are more enthusiastic and lively as learners, moreover, they tend to be more curious about the knowledge and they like proactive tasks which keep them motivate to continue with their learning.

**Simple 10**

According to Collier (1992) bilingual literacy is enhance by a strong development of literacy in the first language because the academic and linguistic skills are transfer to the second language, even in the case of languages with dissimilar writing systems.

**Sample 15**

In fact, Thomas and Collier (2012) state that dual language acquisition allows deeper understanding of language and how to use it effectively.

**IV. CONCLUSION**

The intention of this study was to describe the citation difficulties Colombian undergraduate English teachers had in the theoretical framework chapters of the monographs. The analysis showed three area of difficulties, demonstrating that citation is still an issue within nonnative undergraduate English teachers:

**Lack of further textual elaboration**

Colombian undergraduate English teachers locate external authors, in syntactical role, as the point of departure in sentences to elaborate a fully idea to create meaning in their disciplinary knowledge. Though most of the sentences start with the cited author, they do not explain or comment about such author’s idea. Instead, they mainly paraphrase previous authors’ ideas. To some extent, they do not know the conventionalized academic writing features experts use to disseminate ELT knowledge through discoursive artifacts. In other words, they have some epistemological limitations of their discipline and do not
understand the social background of the nature of academic writing.

Lack of citation type variety

In spite of the fact that Colombian undergraduate English teachers can employ integral and non-integral citation in their theoretical framework chapters, they lack variety in citation type. They tend to overuse integral citation which indicates an epistemological dependency with the key disciplinary authors. This dependency is also marked by a limitation in the disciplinary knowledge which lead them to organize the discourse around cited authors, creating an imbalance in the voices presented in the text. Furthermore, they are not aware that the discourse is monotonous when the cited author performs a syntactical attribution as the principal citation rhetorical function.

Predominat use of attribution function

Colombian undergraduate English teachers employ attribution as the principal citation rhetorical function. They pile external authors in most of the paragraphs without evaluating the impact of such sources on the idea that is intended to be conveyed, but these undergraduate teachers fail to create a discourse polyphony in the theoretical framework chapters. On the other hand, there is not any intention in critisizing the cited authors’ ideas since these teachers trust the certainty that key disciplinary authors can provide for them when creating arguments.
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